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The Journal of Accountancy
Official Organ of the American Institute of Accountants
A. P.

Richardson, Editor

EDITORIAL
That was a splendid, invigorating and
inspiring meeting which the American
Institute of Accountants held at St.
Louis last month. The class of 1904 as it was called, those
veterans who had attended the congress of accountants in 1904,
were the guests of honor. They were much in the limelight, and
the references to their hoary heads were most touching. One
might almost have thought that 1904 was the date of the Norman
conquest so remote was it in the retrospective references of con
vention orators. But it was a fine thing that the meeting should
be held at the place of the first congress of accountants and that
the accomplishments of twenty years should be so constantly
under review. It did the older practitioners much good to think
of the developments which have occurred in two decades, and to
those who were not present or eligible to be present on the earlier
occasion it was entirely beneficial to have called up from the past
the conditions which then existed. The representatives of
foreign organizations of accountants who were present were
unanimous in their expressions of interest—and their words were
not merely perfunctory. They thought exceedingly well of ac
countancy and its growth in America.

American Institute’s
Annual Meeting

The Institute and
Public Service

Most of the readers of The Journal of
Accountancy will probably have seen

the letter-bulletins which have been
issued by the bureau of public affairs of the American Institute of
Accountants. The first one dealing with the question of arbitra
tion attracted wide-spread attention, but the second which ap
peared in August and was devoted to the increase in the crime
tendency in business has met with an altogether gratifying recep
tion. Many thousands of this bulletin have been distributed and
civic, industrial and financial organizations are actively assisting
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in the dissemination of the information which the bulletin con
tains. This is splendid work and expresses in the most emphatic
way the creative power and beneficent force of a professional
organization having the true interest of a profession at heart.
The bulletin deals with the crime tendency from the point of view
of accountancy, business, fidelity insurance, banking and credit,
and its effect upon commercial conditions must be considerable.
The bureau of public affairs will carry forward its campaign of
enlightenment and educative effort by the issuance of other bulle
tins upon subjects of current importance. At the annual meeting
of the Institute held last month the work of the bureau was the
subject of prolonged discussion and the Institute has committed
itself to the continuance of the bureau’s activities.
One of the subjects under discussion at
the meeting of the American Institute of
Accountants held in St. Louis in Septem
ber was The Fetish of the Calendar as a Fiscal Year. The word
“fetish ” is singularly appropriate, for the adoption of the calendar
year in many kinds of business cannot be better described by any
other term. There are so many commercial industries which
have blindly accepted the calendar year as the business year that
it has become a matter of difficulty to convince business men that
their interest will be far better served by the adoption of a natural
business year. Most business men will agree that the time when
inventories are lowest is the most appropriate time for the closing
of the books, but at the same moment they will say that the custom
of business is to close the books on December 31st and they would
be reluctant to depart from precedent. The earlier federal tax
laws did much to encourage this forced adoption of the calendar
year, but later laws have made provision for the fiscal year in
conformity with the requirements of each individual trade or
industry. Accountants for years have been preaching the doc
trine of the desirability of the natural fiscal year. In a recent
publication of the works of the late Elijah W. Sells this question is
expounded with strongest emphasis. From time to time ac
counting organizations reiterate the importance of reform.
Speakers before commercial bodies advocate departure from the
calendar year unless that be also the natural year of business; and
yet only comparatively few corporations, firms and individuals in
business have had sufficient initiative and independence to cast
280
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aside what was described at the meeting as the fetish of the calen
dar year. One thing which has prevented acceptance of the
accountant’s view of fiscal periods is the obvious benefit which
would accrue to the accountant by the general adoption of the
natural business year. The rush of the winter season is proverbial
and even the most remote parts of the country have heard the cry
of the accountant against the burden cast upon him from the
beginning of January to the end of March. In this matter, how
ever, the advantage which will accrue to the accountant from
reform will equally accrue to the man of business. His accounts
will be necessarily more accurate and his labors simplified by
attention to the seasonal factors and the conditions of inventory.
Perhaps the discussion which took place at the meeting in
St. Louis will have some effect. At any rate it may help toward
that general education which alone will bring about the desired
consummation.

It is probably no exaggeration to say
that the London Times is the bestknown newspaper of the English-speak
ing world. Its influence is felt throughout the British Empire and
to some extent in this country. It is regarded in England as a
national institution, and for some time there has been under con
sideration a plan to safeguard transfer of the control in the Times
so that the paper shall never be regarded as a mere matter of
commerce to be transferred without regard to any other circum
stance to the highest bidder or fall, so far as can be foreseen, into
unworthy hands. With this object in view a committee has been
appointed, in the personnel of which every accountant throughout
the world will take an interest. Five men occupying eminent
positions have been invited and have consented to serve. The
committee will be constituted under articles of association and
will have power to give or withhold approval of any proposed
transfer of ownership. The men selected for this most honorable
office are the lord chief justice of England, the warden of All Souls
college, Oxford, the president of the Royal Society, the president
of the Institute of Chartered Accountants, the governor of the
bank of England. In some ways the inclusion of the president
of the English institute seems to be one of the very finest testi
monials ever offered to the worth and standing of the profession
of accountancy.
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At a recent regional meeting of the
Institute, Herbert M. Temple reviewed
the work of the organization and laid
stress upon the necessity that every member and associate do
something for the good of the order. He said, “May I rest at
this point and request that every accountant present ask himself,
‘ What am I doing for the Institute? Am I doing all I can for the
Institute?’ ... It would be extremely interesting if we
could know what guiding motive impels the average public
accountant to make application for membership in the Institute.
Without entering into a discussion of the merits of any particular
motive let us theorize on possible motives. These may be divided
into two general questions, selfish and unselfish. A selfish motive,
generally speaking, contemplates getting something for nothing
with a complaint that you did not get enough. An unselfish
motive, by the same rule, contemplates giving without thought of
self or any immediate or future return. . . . Therefore, in
urging you to make application for membership let me also urge
you to be fully prepared to assume the responsibility of that
membership in all its phases. Let us develop a stronger organi
zation, letting service come first.” These words might apply to
almost any professional organization. There are always a few
men who bear the burden and heat of the day. There are many
others who are ready to sit on the side lines and watch. And
this reminds us of a saying which Plutarch attributes to an un
named sophist who spoke of one who sat out of the noise of
business weaving himself his triumphal garland of inactivity.
Every organization has some of these garland-weavers to whom
Mr. Temple’s remarks are directly addressed.

In Active and
Passive Mood

The supreme court of Montana in the
case of State vs. Cassill, et al, decided
May 19, 1924, ruled that state witnesses
who were experts in accounting and bookkeeping were properly
permitted to explain to jury the meaning of entries in bank
ledgers, as against objection that explanations were conclusions.
The court decision is reported in brief in the Bulletin of the
American Institute of Accountants issued September 10, 1924.
The substance of the decision in regard to the admission of
explanation by persons expert in accounting and bookkeeping is
of much interest. The court said, “We have found the explana282
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tions illuminative and useful, and have no doubt they served to
enlighten the jury.” It is difficult to understand how an objec
tion to the admission of explanation of technical records could be
sustained. The average juryman is not to be expected to under
stand the technique of accounts. Indeed, it would be the
exception to find a comprehensive knowledge of the subject; and if
statements of account are to be employed in the proof or disproof
of allegations and charges it seems essential that the true meaning
of the exhibits should be explained for the benefit of both bench
and jury. Accountants everywhere are liable to be called upon
to give technical evidence and the service which accountants and
proficient bookkeepers render in this matter will probably
increase from year to year as the prevalence of adequate account
ing records develops. There were accounts and probably still
are accounts which would be as intelligible to a juryman as to
the persons who prepared them, but that is not true of modern
bookkeeping with all its complications, some of which are so
obscure that their usefulness is doubtful. If everyone concerned
with the making of statistical records would bear in mind the
necessity of lucidity and simplicity—if accounts were prepared
as explanations would be offered to a jury—the public would be
better served. There is an unfortunate tendency to become overtechnical in every vocation, and accountants are not the least rep
rehensible in this regard. Some of the members of the profession
seem to be imbued with the notion that the more abstruse their
utterances the more profound will be the respect for their esoteric
knowledge.
The admissibility of explanatory evi
Accountancy Not
dence in regard to accounts raises the
an Exact Science
question of the status of accounting as
an exact or a speculative science. There has been an inclination
on the part of many accountants to classify their profession as
an exact science, but the truth of the matter is widely otherwise.
Bookkeeping is in large measure exact. Certain fundamental
rules may be applied to all cases and the records must conform
invariably to recognized laws; but one of the basic differences
between bookkeeping and accounting is found here. The
accountant, reviewing the work of the bookkeeper and analyzing
the facts which are recorded in the accounts, must express his
opinion and thus his labors fall in the category of speculation.
Furthermore if accounting were an exact science it would not be
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a profession, for a profession is a vocation in which the application
of personal opinion and individual recommendation is involved.
That accounting is a profession is shown by the factors that make
for success, such as experience, judgment and the like, while the
evidence against its being an exact science is found in the nature
of the matters to which it relates. A balance-sheet, for instance,
deals with inventories, accounts receivable, provision for main
tenance, depreciation and various other matters which cannot be
determined with precision. Look for a moment at the phrase
commonly found in audit certificates “in our opinion.” This
could not properly be applied if a balance-sheet were an exact
statement of fact. It is, however, appropriate because a balancesheet at best is an approximation and the result of the application
of human judgment. This is a large subject which cannot be
comprehensively discussed in the brief editorial form which is our
present limitation, but in view of the vast importance of the
proper classification of professional accountancy in the realm of
speculative rather than exact science we invite the opinions of
readers who may have something to say upon the matter.
In several recent issues of The Journal
Accountancy there have been edi
torial comments upon the application
and observance of the American Institute’s rules of professional
conduct. At times members of the Institute are annoyed by the
failure of persons outside the organization, and also of a few
members of the Institute itself, to observe the ethical precepts
which have been approved and adopted by most practitioners.
Recently there was brought to attention a complaint made by
a highly-esteemed member in the middle west concerning the
annoying activities of a public accountant who was a neighbor
of the complainant. Matters reached such a point that the
question was referred to the chairman of the committee on
professional ethics. His reply is so well worthy of consideration
that we take the liberty of quoting extracts from it. They
represent the fine ideals which animate the committee charged
with perhaps the most difficult task in the whole category of
labors of the Institute. Mr. Nau says, in part:

The Straight and
Narrow Way

of

I do know that large progress has been made in establishing ethical
ideals during recent years; that we have not yet attained in the public
mind the same professional status which is accorded to the older profes
sions is also true. What is the remedy? Shall we abandon our efforts to
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establish our professional status and succumb to the temptation of indulging
in practices which seem to hold out a promise of temporary profit—practices
which neither you nor I approve—or shall we persist in steering our own
straight northwest course and do our share and make our contribution
toward the advancement of our profession? I have an abiding faith that
it will not be very many years before our profession will be thoroughly under
stood by the public and before practitioners of the kind to whom you refer
will occupy a position before the intelligent public similar to that which
the advertising quack in the medical and other professions now occupies.
I thoroughly appreciate the irritations of the present situation, but I am
sure that all thinking accountants will obtain greater satisfaction by
being true to their ideals than by yielding to the temptation of pattern
ing their conduct upon the conduct of those to whom you refer. Educa
tion is a slow process. The ideals we are striving for cannot be achieved
in a day or a year. The work of education, however, is proceeding. . . .
If an occasional member resigns because he cannot subscribe to our code
of ethics it is a matter to be regretted, but it is not very significant.
There will always be those who are allured by the fleshpots of Egypt
but the faithful will, nevertheless, ultimately enter the promised land
even if it takes forty years of traveling in the wilderness. ... I
believe that the day has now arrived when we can separate the sheep
from the goats, and the future influence of the Institute will be much
greater if we can expel the goats from the flock or get them to resign.

We have received several letters in
response to the recent suggestion in this
magazine that readers should employ
and display their ingenuity in regard to a term to indicate the
accountant in charge of an engagement. Most of the correspond
ents suggest that an accountant of this kind should be known as
a supervising accountant. It has also been proposed that the
responsibility of the members of a staff should be designated by
number. For example, what is now known as a managing ac-.
countant should be a No. 1 accountant and so on down the line.
Another designation offered for consideration is “chief senior” or
“chief accountant. ” There is the further opinion that it might be
a good plan to adopt some special word not commonly in use in a
professional office and let this word become the standard designa
tion. The last named suggestion is the best of all. It is exactly
what we had in mind. The great and inescapable fault with the
proposal is that this missing word is not given. Our correspondent
does not even give a substitute which may be used until the true
word is found.
While on the subject of terminology let
Some Other
Thoughts on Words us consider some views which have been
expressed by Ernest S. Rastall, who
from time to time contributes to the pages of this magazine.
On the present occasion Mr. Rastall is for fundamental reforma
tion. Probably his views will not lead to a complete reversal of
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long-established precedent, but they are at least interesting and
in many ways worthy of careful consideration. On the subject of
capital stock, for example, he says:
Two men entering a business and turning in certain stocks of goods,
started with this as their stock in trade, their capital invested. Some
one, desiring to conduct their bookkeeping on the newly-invented double
entry plan, sought a name for an offsetting account and, because the
assets constituting the stock in trade already had suitable names such
as merchandise, hit upon the name capital stock for the credit account.
Once adopted, this name came into common use.
A man’s capital consists of his assets, and a corporation’s capital
stock is the corporation’s assets, its stock in trade. The fact that the
account expressing the equity of the proprietors in the assets can be
placed on the credit side in order to make possible the complete working
of the double-entry system does not justify calling such an account capital
stock. A term more expressive of proprietorship should be found.

He might have added also that the item capital stock is one of the
most generally misunderstood terms in the whole catalogue of
accounts. If anything can be done to relieve the situation no one
will be more thankful than the accountant whose duty it is to
explain accounts to the public.
Our correspondent goes further. He
has a quarrel with the very word “ac
countancy.” According to him it is
open to criticism and he says:
We Defend an
Old Friend

If we wish to make a noun to express the idea of a state or a condition
represented by qualitative adjectives, such as fluent, we drop the t and
add cy—fluency. Such adjectives also as intimate and obstinate we
convert into nouns denoting state or condition by dropping the te and
adding cy. Lenient, buoyant, truculent, resilient, consistent, corpulent
and even current are adjectives descriptive of a state or quality. The
word currency used to denote a kind of money is a misuse of the word.
The currency of a rumor may be referred to, as this would be a proper
use of the word.
Accountant is not an adjective denoting state or condition. If our study
were that of child life, we should not say that we were engaged in the
work of infancy. The subject matter of our study might well be re
ferred to as infancy. In like manner if our subject were the accountant
and not the account we might call it accountancy. Since our subject
is the account, the word accountan
cy would be more accurate, but would
refer more to the state or condition of accounts than to the science of it.

This is going a little far. Accountancy has been a watchword for
so long, and some of us have become so attached to it by close
association, that it seems almost like sacrilege to question its cor
rectness. It is not exactly a pretty word, but everybody does know
what it means in a general way. The exact difference between
accounting and accountancy is often obscured, but there is a differ
ence. If we say that accounting is the art and accountancy the
science of accounts we shall probably not be far from the truth, but
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let us not, in our desire to be correct, utterly slay so familiar a
friend as accountancy.
Things have come to a pretty pass in
Back to the
accountancy. At least it seems so, for
Galleys
out in one of the newest and best
sections of the country a man who says he is a public accountant
has advertised in the local paper as follows:
I am both slave and auctioneer. I will be knocked down to the high
est bidder. I must provide for my wife and child, and welcome any
reasonable offer.

The advertiser’s notion is not altogether original, but it is the
first time that it has appeared in the annals of accountancy.
Those who read the flamboyant advertisements of some corre
spondence courses in accountancy might pause and give a little
thought to the person who has now offered himself as slave. The
pictures of young men leaping into $10,000 positions when they
have become public accountants form a striking background
against which to place the case of Mr. Blank, whose professional
accomplishments have not brought him food, drink and shelter.
Perhaps Mr. Blank is merely a subtle person who wanted to catch
the public eye, but it does seem as if there may be times when pub
lic accountants are not reaping those tremendous fortunes of which
we hear. Then, of course, it is possible that Mr. Blank only thinks
he is a public accountant. This is probably the true solution of
the problem.
A newspaper in one of the great cities
On Accepting
recently published in its “help wanted”
Advertisements
columns an advertisement from which
we quote the following:
We pay 20% com. for auditing income tax and gen. acctg. work.
furnish the leads: we interview them.

You

The correspondent who sends us the information expresses the
belief that the newspaper in question would not accept the
advertising of quack doctors. Why, then, should such an
advertisement as that from which we have quoted be permitted
to appear? Is there any reason why a quack in medicine should
be any more rigidly excluded than the undesirable in other
professions? “You furnish the leads; we interview them.”
And then what? One wonders. And an interesting but per
plexing feature of the case is that the daily in which this advertise
ment appeared has never been known to admit that the world
has any greater newspaper.
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